
A SIMPLE SUITCASE,
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OUR HISTORY
Christmas time, 2011. We were on travel to see our
family in our hometown.

After some days with them, when packing to come
back home, all our items didn’t fit in the trunk of
our car. We had an argument about what to leave
there, or how dangerous is traveling with items
inside the car cabin. We had previous experience in
the baby products market and know the importance
of securing children chairs.
Some weeks later Fixeta started to be drafted, first
in a sketch simply drawn by hand.

We were after safety road professionals, car
industry authorities, and the government to ask for
their advice and suggestions.

Now Fixeta is ready to go to market.
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Driving with luggage inside the car cabin
without being secured is a huge risk for all
people being in the car.

In the event of an accident at 37 mph (60 kmh),
every item which goes free in the car multiplies
by 56 its weight causing lots of damages to
those in the car. i.e. a carryon of 22 lb. (10 kg)
free in the back seats will impact to the driver’s
body like as being a bull (1,100 lb. – 500 kg).

Another clear example is an innocent pen. They
will become a knife thrown to your back if it’s
not in a compartment.

Watch this short film:
https://youtu.be/4iJULXNQqSM

LUGGAGE INSIDE THE CAR



WHAT IS FIXETA
Fixeta is a new concept on suitcases.

Have you ever traveled with your luggage on your backseats, fearing
what would happen if an accident occurs or you have to break sharply?

Fixeta features two ISOFIX (or LATCH) connectors in its wheels. This
way, Fixeta frees the trunk, carrying the luggage on the backseats in a
more safe and secure way. Designed for those with a small car (or not
even small), a trunk full of items, people traveling with a lot of
luggage, Fixeta is the perfect solution for them.

Fixeta’s wheels are foldable, so you will not damage your car’s
upholstery when placing on the seats.

The ISOFIX / LATCH connectors give the freedom to put your Fixeta on
your backseats (in some models even in passenger’s seat)
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vehicle. Developed by ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) ISOFIX
standard (ISO 13216-1) sets technical
reqrequirements to secure a children seat
to the car easy, simple and right placed.

ISOFIX (or LATCH) has become the international
standard for all automobile and child safety seat
manufacturers.
This anchoring technology minimizes installation
mistakes and optimizes the protective effect by
means of a solid connection between child safety seat

WHAT IS ISOFIX (LATCH)

At Fixeta we have made a side development of this
standard to allow you carrying your luggage your
backseats, in a safe way.
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WHAT IS ISOFIX (LATCH)

ISOFIX (or LATCH in USA and other countries) is
a universal standard, mandatory in every car
sold from 2002 in USA (and from 2007 in
Europe), which specs includes two small
anchorages in the base of the rest of the seats
(sometimes hidden by plastic pieces). All the
anchorages are shown by the icons show in the
picture.
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More	space	in	the	trunk Safety Easy High	Capacity Cars	and	Planes

Three	safety	locks Same	size Foldable	wheels Legal Universal

FEATURES
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MORE SPACE IN THE TRUNK
Fixeta lets our clients have a more ample trunk…

By having the possibility of carrying one or two of the
suitcases in your backseats will give them more space to carry
other items in the trunk. Safely.
Now, travelers can carry their large and voluminous
belongings in the trunk and Fixeta in the cabin. It won’t
occupy all the space forcing to play Tetris with your luggage
anymore.
From now on, everyone can carry the toddler’s chair, big
boxes or other suitcases in the trunk, because Fixeta will
travel firmly and easily secured in the backseats.
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SAFER TRIPS
Fixeta’s two ISOFIX / LATCH connectors let
people drive safer.

Drivers can carry their luggage on the
backseats, with a true advantage: in case of
accident or breaking sharply it will not move
from its place. A simple idea to let people use
backseats completely safe for them and the
passengers. They will follow the law, too.
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UNIVERSAL
Fixeta is valid for all vehicles sold in United States from
2002. In Spain since 2005, and in most of the European
countries since 2007. And even in older cars is probably
they have at least a pair of ISOFIX / LATCH anchorages.

Fixeta uses the ISOFIX anchorages system, an International
Standard, originally built for children seats. It provides a
fast, easy and safe plugin or plugout for children seats (or
fixeta suitcase)
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EASY TO USE
Fixeta is really easy to place in the back seats.

One of the characteristics of the ISOFIX / LATCH is it’s easy
to fix on the seats. Once you get to the car, pull the clips
to release the ISOFIX connectors and hide the wheels. The
connectors will match perfectly with the car’s ISOFIX /
LATCH anchorages. Just push the trolley to the seat until
you hear the “clic”. You don’t need any further knowledge
to put them on properly.

To release Fixeta, just push the red buttons on the ISOFIX /
LATCH connector.

So easy!
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HIGH CAPACITY
Fixeta has a large capacity of 31.5 l.
enough to fill with all the personal
belongings on an average weekend
journey. ISOFIX / LATCH system just
take 0.5 l of the overall capacity.

This was one of our principles when
we started to design Fixeta. Its
available volume has to be the
same like any other suitcase of its
kind. And even more, keeping it as a
cabin luggage standard.
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FOR CARS AND PLANES
Fixeta has an ideal size to carry on your
backseats and as cabin luggage when
traveling by plane. We provide an up-to-date
fact sheet with all the data from airlines, and
then people could check its suitable size as
hand luggage on your favorite airline, even
the most restrictive ones.

Even more, because Fixeta‘s ISOFIX / LATCH
connectors are foldable you can take to the
airport without using your car’s trunk.
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THREE SAFETY LOCKS
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Fixeta is so versatile people can take it with them on every
journey, whatever mean of transport (car, train, plane…). This
is because we have designed 3 locks to prevent opening
when you checked-in it, including one fixed 3 digits lock.



STANDARD CARRY-ON SIZE
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Fixeta has the same outer size than any other non-ISOFIX
suitcase. In order to keep the airlines cabin luggage
requirements, our design team has kept the same outer
measures of the original suitcase, and because of its ISOFIX
connectors are foldable it can be used as a standard trolley in
plane trips.

https://youtu.be/agi_oEZ_WXM



FOLDABLE WHEELS
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FIXETA has foldable wheels so customers don´t need to worry
about the car upholstery. The wheels will be hidden in the
Fixeta’s body when it’s carried on the backseats.

https://youtu.be/qv8332dyXRk



LEGAL
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Fixeta is a legal way of carrying the luggage inside the car
cabin.

Most of the countries have developed (or are in the way to)
laws to forbid traveling with items unsecured in the car.
Fixeta is the best way to travel safely and legally in the
whole world.



PARENTS

TARGET GROUPS
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Parents, specially those with newborns, usually experiment
difficulties in order to make their baggage when traveling by
car.

Stroller, baby bag, travel crib… a newborn need a lot of stuff
and parents tend to travel overloaded.

Fixeta is a great solution for them because they can use the
car trunk for all baby’s gear and still have space for one safe
carry on in the car cabin.

https://youtu.be/Qb8hvkY4n4I



PET LOVERS

TARGET GROUPS
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Pet lovers, specially those with big ones, such as dogs
(German Shepherds, Great Danes, Mastiffs…) travel with
them in the car boot below a tray to protect them and the
travellers in case of accident.
This becomes a problem when driving long distances and
want to travel with your luggage. Pet lovers usually place it
in the car’s back seats, but this is completely unsafety.
Fixeta is a very good solution for them, because they can
also use the back seats for their luggage but securing them
to the car body.

https://youtu.be/48b9V6xQ6cw



SMALL CARS

TARGET GROUPS
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Drivers with small cars face an everyday problem. What to
do with their items not fitting in the car boot? They
experience this issue in short journeys or when they want to
spend their vacation time and in many other situations.

Small cars in USA market represents 2.72% of total sales, in
European Union market about 30% and 18% in the whole
world. (Source JATO 2017).

Fixeta allows them to have more load space without buying
a new car.



PRM

TARGET GROUPS
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Persons with Reduced Mobility are one of the groups with
more often issues in using their car for traveling.

The space needed for the wheelchair is huge and
sometimes requiring the full trunk space, not allowing to
load any other item.

Fixeta lets them to travel safer, placing the suitcases in the
backseats.

https://youtu.be/o2lzD_MDbdY



SPORT CARS

TARGET GROUPS
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Sport car owners face a similar issues than those with small
cars. This kind of cars are not designed for carrying luggage
in their body.

Sport cars market is not a big one, 0.67 in Q1 2017 in the
whole world, but in the US market it represents about 2% of
the sales (Source: JATO).

Fixeta is a smarter solution for those with 2+2 sport cars,
which have really small back seats. They can place there
their Fixetas and travel safer.

https://youtu.be/zrYQxI55qgs



SPORT LOVERS

TARGET GROUPS
There are a lot of sports which requires a lot of stuff to be
enjoyed.

Lovers of golf, diving, skiing, hiking, kitesurfing… usually
need a lot of space in their cars for their sport’s goods and
may find difficulties to fit the luggage.

Fixeta allows them to travel safer.
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YOUTUBE CHANNEL
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Please	browse	our	Youtube channel	to	get	
multimedia	for	your	article.
https://www.youtube.com/c/fixeta

https://youtu.be/O9__iOnzQsw



www.fixeta.com/en

PR	Contact:
Ms.	Esther	Berzosa
Tel.	0034647464665
media@fixeta.com

Youtube Channel:	youtube.com/c/fixeta
HR	Pictures:	www.fixeta.com/en/wp-
content/docs/Fixeta_Pictures_Set.zip
Press	KIT:	www.fixeta.com/en/wp-
content/docs/Fixeta_Press_Kit.zip	


